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when i attempt to use alexa to control my lights using fauxmo, i get the following error message: a 2fa code
has been requested. and i get the following error message when i try to use echo dots to control my lights
using fauxmo: the device is not compatible with your alexa skill. sara, i have been using the fauxmo esp32
module with alexa and echo dots for the past 6 months and it works perfectly. i have an amazon echo dot
in my kitchen and an amazon echo in my bedroom. both have alexa enabled. i use alexa’s “turn off lights”
feature and turn on the lights with my echo dots. hello sara, i downloaded and installed your library on my
system, with success. however, on the third part of your tutorial, it appears that there is a problem with the
device discovery. i have followed your instructions very carefully, but it seems like i need some help. after
performing the operations described in your tutorial, i can see and control the light bulb from my echo dot
3. however, alexa does not recognize the device. the device discovery step seems to have failed. i try to

use a mini air speaker (amazon echo dot 3) to control my lamp via a ir remote. i use the fauxmoesp library
to create the device. i created a certificate based on my root certificate. i was able to create the device
without any errors. when i send the device discovery command to my echo dot, i receive the following

error: amazon echo (3rd generation) is a high fidelity, hands free, high quality alexa speaker. the device is
a smart speaker, a voice-controlled device that answers questions, plays music, reads the news, provides

information, manages the smart home, and more. it has a built-in microphone that listens for the wake
word, “alexa.” alexa can also play music, provide information, read the news, manage your calendar,

control your smart home devices, take notes, set alarms, provide information, and more.
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in my previous post, i described the experience of a hobbyist who wanted to configure his appliance to turn
on lights on a timer. i used a few devices: an esp8266 to communicate with the wall plug, a nodemcu to act

as a gateway to an alexa, and an echo dot as a speaker. i also used the esp8266 to control the wall plug
from the nodemcu. i used the esp8266 as a gateway because i wanted the nodemcu to be able to control
all of the lights in the house. the esp8266 would send a command to alexa, which would tell the device to

turn on the lights. i did not use an arduino, because i wanted to use an esp8266 which was able to generate
a ton of pulses to drive a wall plug. at the time, the esp8266 did not have an i²c bus, so i used spi. i wanted

to avoid using an arduino because i wanted to learn how to use these devices. i wanted to use a more
powerful board because i wanted to run multiple esp8266s. i've never had a problem with listening to

podcasts through alexa, but this tutorial really helps explain how alexa handles the various commands. i
have one of those echo show devices that i have not been able to figure out how to use. 2) the light of the
lamp will only turn on after a restart of the computer and the echo dot. what i see in the serial monitor is
that the lamp receives a negative voltage and a pulse is sent at 38 khz. after that it will remain with the
lamp on until i reset the lamp. once the avs account is created, you need to get the credentials from the

alexa team. to do this, you need to go to the alexa services console and register for a new credentials. the
credentials is a json file which contains your credentials to the alexa voice service. these credentials can be

used in both the echo and the raspberry pi. 5ec8ef588b
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